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Winery: Kalleske Wines
Region: Barossa Valley
Varietal: Red Blends

Kalleske Clarry’s
Barossa Red 2004

At its best, Grenache has a silky
smooth sheen and less abrasive tannin
than many red varieties, and while its
rosewater/ turkish delight characters
can be alluring and delicious in that
syrupy context, it usually seems to do
best when blended. This has all of the
above, plus the classic Barossa
chocolate and meat of the more tannic
shiraz.

It’s glorious.

93 points

“An attractive array of black and red
fruits with ripples of spice and
chocolate; much more structure than
most, and no jammy characters. Oak
incidental. A bargain.”

Rating: 92 out of 100
“Highly recommended.
Wine of great quality, style and
character, worthy of a place in any
cellar.”

Philip White, The Advertiser,
November23, 2005
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ROBERT PARKER JR.

TOP NEW
RELEASE
WINES

2004 Kalleske
Clarry’s Red
The charming 2004 Clarry’s Red is a
delicious
concoction
of
80%
Grenache and 20% Shiraz. With
abundant quantities of black cherries
and currants as well as hints of
plums and pepper, this mediumbodied,
soft,
velvety-textured,
seductive red should be enjoyed
over the next 2-3 years.

2004 Kalleske Clarry’s
Barossa Red
An 80/20 blend of Grenache and
shiraz. With a minty nose, it’s a
lively wine all round – full of flavour
and with controlled alcohol, oak and
tannin. Nice balance and drinkability.
Cellar: 5 years
Score: 89 ****

90 points

Kalleske… high quality wines…
one
of
the
Barossa’s
top
growers… an up and coming
superstar
estate
that
merits
considerable attention.

Extremely Good Wine.
Huon Hooke,
Gourmet
Traveller
Wine, 100
Top New
Release
Wines,
Dec/Jan
2006, p.142
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Best Australian Wines 2006

Kalleske Clarry’s Red
2004, Barossa Valley, SA

Don’t delay because this 80%
Grenache / 20% Shiraz is in tiny
supply. This is a wine that shows that
large can be drop dead gorgeous.
Black, brooding, dense and a little
scary, this is however a fascinating
gentle giant.
… the crème de
la crème from
Down Under for
consumers and
trade buyers
alike. The
“hotlist” …
delivers this
exciting line-up
of brand new
wines, new
discoveries and
established
stars
performing at
the top of their
game.
Matthew Jukes

Robert Parker Jr., THE WINE
ADVOCATE, October 2005.

